BROWN UNIVERSITY MUSICAL CLUBS TO PRESENT PROGRAM

Dancing Will Follow Combined Concerts with Techonicians Playing

Browns Musical Clubs will have a chance to show a Boston audience just what their program is like tonight and tomorrow night. The Concerts will be given in the Music Hall of the Providence College and in the Music Room of the College Club. The program will consist of vocal and instrumental music.

Expect to Open Railroad Course to Students Soon

Cooperative Arrangement With B. and M. Awaits Formal Sanction

As a result of several meetings held by Mr. R. P. Smell, the President of the Board of Trustees, and Mr. R. H. Smell, the President of the B. & M. Railroad, it has been decided to establish a railroad course between the two campuses.

DORMITORY MEN ARE LOOKING FOR ROOMMATES

About two hundred men from the dormitories and the glee clubs are looking for roommates. A list of roommates is on file in the office of the Student Civil Engineer, and any interested student may obtain a copy.

Robert Ridgway Delivers Aldred Talk

On Subway Construction at 3 O'clock

Third Lecture of Series Will Be Given in Room 10-250

Mr. Robert Ridgway, Chief Engineer of the New York City Subway System, will deliver the third lecture in the series of the Union's Aldred Lectures, to be held tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock, at the Union Club.

Robert Ridgway's career has been marked with several significant projects, including the construction of the New York City Subway System. His lecture will focus on the construction of subway systems, a topic that has gained renewed interest in recent years due to the increasing demand for public transportation.

Technique Signs On Sale at Reduced Rate

Technique signs on the theme "A Record of Continuous News Service For 47 Years," will be on sale at reduced rates for the remainder of the week. These signs are a great way to show your support for the Union's continued commitment to providing reliable and accurate news.

COMBINED CLUBS TO PLAY TONIGHT

BROWN UNIVERSITY MUSICAL CLUBS TO PRESENT PROGRAM

Tickets on Sale in Lobby

As the orchestra for the event, the student Brown University M. & M. Orchestra will be playing. The orchestra consists of 25 members, including 10 performers on the trumpet, 6 on the trombone, 4 on the clarinet, 3 on the saxophone, 2 on the piano, and 2 on the drums.

HOPSTERS TRIM UNION, BUT LOSE TO WEST POINTERS

Score of 29-19 Result of Union Game, While Army Score Is 35-25 the Other Way

SHOW FLASHY OFFENSIVE

The M. I. T. Band latest exhibition was given by the Army Band, which played a program of popular music

Wrestling Team Meets Brown In Third Encounter

Engineers' Recent Victory Shows Strength at Light

Handicapped by a lack of heavy men, the Tech wrestling team had to suffer a defeat by one point to the Engineers at the Coliseum yesterday afternoon. Last year the "29"ers pointed out the weakness of the Engineers' line-up, and the prospects for this year are not much brighter. The Tech offense is not nearly as strong as last year, but the defense is just as good.

Class Elections Are Approved by Institute Body

Recommendation that Date of Condition Exams Be Advanced

Senior Polling Light

J. D. Donovan '28 was elected to be President of this year's Student Body as a result of a contest in which over 1,000 votes were cast. The elections were held at 2 p.m. on Tuesday, a meeting of the Institute Committee in the President's Room.

GREGORY ADDRESSES CIVILS ON BIG DAM

Civil Engineer Takes Charge of Colliub's "Dam and Reservoir" Project

Mr. H. Gregory, who directs all of the work on the dam and reservoir project, was called upon to address the Union's Civil Engineering Society on the topic of "Big Dam and Reservoirs." The project, which is expected to cost $100,000,000 and involve the construction of a dam 400 feet high, was described by Mr. Gregory as a "piece of civil engineering on a grand scale."
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The use of discussion detracts once again upon the ever-wasting oak of tradition. With one day off from classes, the tree is felled, in one day's discussion. The master's desire has lain so long within the soul of every student that few have looked at it squarely and objectively. The query has now been raised, "What shall be done with the master's degrees?" Will it go?

A misunderstanding has arisen among some of the faculty members of the B. E. department and the students who take up his place. He is an "Arbitrary Lecturer." The disagreement is due to the statements concerning the student's interest in his future existence, was caused immediately to our attention.

The editorial side question was written with the one above it, "Present Position," in mind. To youte part of the latter, "He consistent is the pressure that few have desire or reason to all about their course, but only struggle till the next position on their plates." We must therefore look at the privacy knowledge of the compiler will have been interested to escape through.

Is it any wonder that we doubt the rules of the subjects of these arbiter's 77 lectures (no opinion of the lecturer) after hearing him talk with so little impression of the $0.90 lectures have made on the man? Can any person, being told the best and classes of some of the students, be sure that he said anything original and new to the lecturer, we must therefore look at the privacy knowledge of the compiler will have been interested to escape through.

WHY NOT JOURNALISM

We have long held that cultural courses at the Institute occupy a very minor position in the scheme of the average student. This is of course inevitable result of attempting to cram into a period of four years the amount of technical training necessary to a capable engineer, as well as a certain amount of general information which an educated man is expected to possess. Many undergraduates fail to appreciate the value of non-technical and cultural courses, with the result that after graduation they are suddenly awakened to the fact that, after all, so many topics are open to them for necessary reading.

That many graduates of the Institute are so handicapped is an obvious result of inattention to the subject matter, which is not the fault of those who have already benefited by this system. Though spending a large part of the time in the Senior years away from Technology, does not at all tend to develop one's social and activity life, instead the student's interest in his future education, and has had as well, the opportunity to begin with certainty a future vocation. It involves the greatest attraction of the cooperative courses. While there is by no means absolute agreement by any of the students as to whether they will offer the missing intermediate positions after graduation, there is every chance that with reasonably able a man's early future is assured. Thus is the privilege to spend a few years in more advanced positions, just as those who have already graduated for often the most meager of jobs. More par at as the undergraduate graduate where he has a position in which he may step after his last Commencement exercise.

YEARS AGO, P.A. showed a clean pair of heels to the field of smoking-tobaccos. It has maintained its lead ever since, putting more distance behind it every year. There must be a reason why P.A. is the world's largest-selling brand.

This is it! You take a tidy red tin and get a full breath of that class-by-classy-fresh fragrance. Then tamp a load into the bowl of your pipe and light up. The first pull tells you why more men smoke P.A. than any other brand. Cool and smooth and mellow and mild—not for one pipe-load, but always. Try this long-burning tobacco, Fellows. You'll say so!

PRINCE ALBERT

—the national joy smoke!
FENCERS HAVE TWO MATCHES THIS WEEK
Bowdoin and Columbia Will Be Opponents of Engineers

Technology's varsity fencers will put into action again this weekend against Bowdoin and Columbia. Both meets will be held in the family dining rooms in Whitten Building. Bowdoin will try for its fortune on Friday while at 3 o'clock, Columbia is on the boards for Saturday afternoon at 2:30. Both teams have shown good work this season and the Engineers, weighing in with a swift start if they take a pair of wins.

In the fells the team has an excellent lineup. Harris and Beyer ought to be able to take their boats. Beyer is finally getting over the shock of his Leaver's place. In the open saber the future looks not too bad at this stage. But they have done good work in these events. If Fellers' card goes through the two members of last year's eggnog, which not into the interpersonal glades will be able in fencing. On the whole the team ought to be both good meets, with the Horrors having a reasonably certain chance of defeating Bowdoin. And as such, an even break with the strong Columbia exists.

M. I. T. GYMNASIUMS MEET PRINCETON

Tigers Have One of Strongest Teams On East Coast

Technology's gymnasiums meet Princeton in what will probably be the hurdle meet of the season, Saturday in Villisca gym, 2:30. Princeton boasts several well known men, among them being Taylor, who played end on the Tech's football last year's intercollegiates. These two events have been preceded by a bit of a short training in the Tiger room. It looks as if they'll get several good meets.

Bradford and Almor Moore probably have the best chance of anyone to come through with a first or a second and second in the horse. This is the only event in which Princeton is not known to possess unusual strength. According to the dope, the Tigers are started to walk off with the East Coast Gym championships this year.

Besides Taylor, Princeton has two other men who have been breaking some records in the East. Thompson, who is only a Sophomore, has been doing some wonderful gymnastics exhibitions lately and he is elected to be among the best men in this year's intercollegiates. Belford and Hiter have been working hard trying to develop several more difficult feats to add to their present series. Belford has been handicapped by a sore knee, but it is expected that he will be in shape by Saturday. Hiter has been working most of his time on the parallel, but he has found time to put some work on the floor and has already turned out one or two things that bothered him last week. In the last week he has worked on two or three of the foot on the mat and then automation might begin in this area. Hiter is trying to eliminate this as he may succumb to some others. Thompson and Belford have been doing some very good work as tox will probably be the hurdle meet of the season, Saturday in Villisca gym, 2:30. Princeton boasts several well known men, among them being Taylor, who played end on the Tech's football last year's intercollegiates. These two events have been preceded by a bit of a short training in the Tiger room. It looks as if they'll get several good meets.

Bradford and Almor Moore probably have the best chance of anyone to come through with a first or a second and second in the horse. This is the only event in which Princeton is not known to possess unusual strength. According to the dope, the Tigers are started to walk off with the East Coast Gym championships this year.

Besides Taylor, Princeton has two other men who have been breaking some records in the East. Thompson, who is only a Sophomore, has been doing some wonderful gymnastics exhibitions lately and he is elected to be among the best men in this year's intercollegiates. Belford and Hiter have been working hard trying to develop several more difficult feats to add to their present series. Belford has been handicapped by a sore knee, but it is expected that he will be in shape by Saturday. Hiter has been working most of his time on the parallel, but he has found time to put some work on the floor and has already turned out one or two things that bothered him last week. In the last week he has worked on two or three of the foot on the mat and then automation might begin in this area. Hiter is trying to eliminate this as he may succumb to some others. Thompson and Belford have been doing some very good work.
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